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I’m in new places with the people I like most.
Say hello to new destinations and goodbye
to old rules. Take along what you need and leave
everything else behind. It’s holiday time.
And it couldn’t be better.
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What drives me:
chassis and design for
all Carado models.
The chassis
4

Model

Fiat Ducato

Basic engine

2.3 l Multijet

Engine power kw (hp)

96 (130)

Technically permissible maximum laden weight (kg)

3.500

Possible load capacity (optional, kg)

3.850

Trailer load 12 % braked / unbraked (kg)
Tyres
Water supply incl. boiler  / wastewater tank (l)
Battery / charger (Ah/A)

2.000 / 750
215 / 70 R 15 C
122 (20) / 92
95 / 18

The Fiat Ducato is a safe and reliable
chassis: 2.3 l multi-jet with 96 kW/130 hp,
multi-jet direct fuel injection, EURO 6
exhaust emissions standard, ABS, EBD,
wide-track chassis for excellent driving
stability and an on-board computer are just
some of the technical specifications which
make the Ducato my perfect motorhome.

The design
Carado adds its own style to the chassis to
create different motorhome models that all
offer an exceptionally high-quality finish.
The roof and outer skin are made of GRP
(glass fibre reinforced plastic) with a 5-year

Integrated refrigerator
with optional
AES function

3-burner hob

Cosy
seating area

Functional table
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Spacious
rear garage

Swivel driver’s and
passenger seats

Width: 232 cm

Example
on T448

5

100 % dust-mite resistant
Intelligent
mattress with
wardrobes and
comfort-fit cushions
overhead cupboards

Cleverly designed
bathroom systems

Optional fold-down
bed with Clima-Plux
elements

Several fabric
combinations
to choose from

Length: min. 595 cm – max. 741 cm
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water ingress warranty* and the side panels
are made of aluminium sheet metal. Other
high-quality features include electric steps
in the A and T models, a spacious rear
garage, exclusive doors and double-glazed

windows. Everything you would expect from
a Made in Germany product. See the price list
for more technical details.
* The water ingress warranty conditions of Carado GmbH apply.
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Basis for all models
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Outdoors.
Open space.
Freedom.

I’ll find my favourite place –
with my favourite view.

Carado 2019

No airport, no rows of hotels, no stress. I go on
holiday to free my mind – and enjoy things most
without a suitcase.

Carado 2019

Indoors, outdoors,
my decision.

With my
loved ones,
without
distractions.
I want to spend as much time as possible
with my family – and want very little to get
in the way.

Carado 2019
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One space,
endless options.
The living area in my Carado
features an array of cleverly designed
storage compartments and shelves,
comfortable and perfectly crafted
upholstery and pleasant LED lighting.
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Sleep like
a baby
anywhere.
My sleeping area features highquality cupboards and storage
compartments as well as premium
upholstery and beds with slatted
frames or Clima-Plux elements
(in the fold-down bed).

Basis for all models
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Shower.
Feel good.
Save space.
My bathroom is a perfectly designed
space with a shower, cassette toilet and
clever cupboards.
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No cooking
required.
But I can cook
anything I want.
With premium built-in appliances
and ergonomically designed worktops,
my little kitchen is equipped for
everything!

Basis for all models
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Semi-Integra
16

Everything my holiday
needs – in a motorhome
I can’t stop admiring.

T Series

Carado 2019

ated
17

T 132

Semi-Integrated
Transverse bed at rear

T 334

7m

1 • T 132

6m
5m
4m
3m
2m
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1m
0

L / W / H (cm)
Interior
height (cm)
Mass (kg)
Wheelbase
(cm)

595 / 232 / 290

696 / 232 / 290

195

210

2.630

2.795

345

404

Number of
passengers
permitted
Sleeping
berths

The transverse bed at the rear
gives me a spacious interior design
despite the compact length of the
motorhome.

( )
( )

(

)
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3 • T 132

2 • T 132
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1 View of the spacious transverse bed
at the rear

3 Driver’s and front passenger seats can
be turned around to the living area to
complete the seating group

T Series

2 The black glass cover can quickly
transform the 3-burner hob and sink into
a worktop

1 Arrive and enjoy: indirect LED lighting in
the door area and in the kitchen

2 • T 334

2 Repositioned control panel over the
refrigerator
3 The kitchen with ergonomically designed
worktops and high-quality built-in
appliances
4 View of the comfortable living area with
driver’s and passenger seats turned to
face the dining table

1 • T 334
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4 • T 334

3 • T 334

T Series
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T 135

Semi-Integrated
French-style bed at rear

T 348

7m

1 • T 135

6m
5m
4m
3m
2m
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1m
0

L / W / H (cm)
Interior
height (cm)
Mass (kg)
Wheelbase
(cm)

595 / 232 / 290

680 / 232 / 290

195

210

2.700

2.715

345

380

Number of
passengers
permitted
Sleeping
berths

My French-style bed at the rear
makes clever use of interior space –
with plenty of room to sleep
and relax.

( )
( )

(

)
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3 • T 348

1 Cosy: a French-style bed at the rear
2 Overhead view of the multi-functional
bathroom on the left next to the bed
3 Space for fine cuisine: the kitchen in
the T 348
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T Series

2 • T 135

T 339

Semi-Integrated
Queen-size bed at rear

T 449

7m

1 • T 339

6m
5m
4m
3m
2m
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1m
0

L / W / H (cm)
Interior
height (cm)
Mass (kg)
Wheelbase
(cm)

697 / 232 / 290

740 / 232 / 290

210

210

2.770

2.850

404

404

Number of
passengers
permitted
Sleeping
berths

( )
(

)

(

)

This type of bed practically gives
me my very own bedroom in my
motorhome. The double bed is in the
centre at the rear and can be accessed
from both sides. It’s amazing how
much room you can have with so little
space – it’s fit for a queen.
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3 • T 339

1 Spacious sleeping area at the rear
2 The welcoming new entrance of the T 449
3 The large fold-down bed at the front,
optionally available for the T Series
4 Enough room for four: spacious seating
group in the T 449
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4 • T 449

T Series

2 • T 449

T 337

T 447

T 448

7m

Semi-Integrated
Single beds at rear
1 • T 337

6m
5m
4m
3m
2m
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1m
0

L / W / H (cm)
Interior
height (cm)
Mass (kg)
Wheelbase
(cm)

690 / 232 / 290

740 / 232 / 290

735 / 232 / 290

195

210

210

2.780

2.850

2.770

380

404

404

Number of
passengers
permitted
Sleeping
berths

( )
( )

(

)

( )
(

)

With single beds, I never have to
sleep alone and still have enough
room for sweet dreams.
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4 • T 448

2 • T 448
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3 • T 447

3 The adjustable table and seating group
4 The Carado Vario bathroom: turn the
bathroom into a shower in a few simple
steps

T Series

1 + 2 Single beds at the rear which can be
pulled out to create a large lounging area

Integrated
28

My freedom on
four wheels.

I Series

29
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Integrated
Single beds at rear

I 447
7m

1 • I 447

6m
5m
4m
3m
2m
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1m
0

L / W / H (cm)
Interior
height (cm)
Mass (kg)
Wheelbase
(cm)

741 / 232 / 293
213
2.920
404

Number of
passengers
permitted

( )

Sleeping
berths

( )

Left my space, right your space.
And we can instantly turn that into
our shared space.

Carado 2019

3 • I 447

2 • I 447
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1 The single beds at the rear can be
converted into a large double bed
2 We take the term integrated to
heart: the bathroom and sleeping
area become one

I Series

3 The fold-down bed in the
Integrated models can simply be
pulled down for sleeping

I 449

Integrated
Queen-size bed at rear

I 339

7m

1 • I 339

6m
5m
4m
3m
2m
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1m
0

L / W / H (cm)
Interior
height (cm)
Mass (kg)
Wheelbase
(cm)

741 / 232 / 293

698 / 232 / 293

213

213

2.920

2.840

404

404

Number of
passengers
permitted

( )

Sleeping
berths

( )

( )

Thanks to a free-standing double
bed at the rear, I can get into bed
from all three sides.

3 • I 339

2 Cupboards to the left and right
of the bed
3 The high-quality table with a complete
seating group
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1 The queen-size bed at the rear can be
accessed from three sides

4 View of living and sleeping area in the
integrated model

2 • I 339
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I Series

4 • I 339

2 • I 449

3 • I 449

1 Large windows for
a spacious feel
2 Large drawers and storage areas
in the kitchen
3 Music lounge with a view
4 A fantastic bathroom

4 • I 449
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1 • I 449

I Series

35

Carado 2019

Overcabs
36

Plenty of space for
my family – and lots of
adventure.

A Series

37
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A 361

Overcab
Bunkbed at rear

A 461

7m

1 • A 361

6m
5m
4m
3m
2m

38

1m
0

L / W / H (cm)
Interior
height (cm)
Mass (kg)
Wheelbase
(cm)
Number of
passengers
permitted
Sleeping
berths

660 / 232 / 314

720 / 232 / 314

195

195

2.790

2.860

380

404

(

)

(

)

The fold-out overcab bed above
the driver’s cab gives parents
plenty of room to sleep. That
combined with the kid’s bunk bed
at the rear makes sure everyone
gets a good night’s sleep.

3 • A 461

Carado 2019

2 • A 461
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1 Spacious bed above the driver’s cab
2 A view of the rear bunk bed in the overcab
model right before bedtime

A Series

3 Enough space for the whole family with up
to six sleeping spaces and a large dinette

Overcab
Transverse bed at rear

A 464
7m

1 • A 464

6m
5m
4m
3m

The transverse bed at the rear
leaves all options open: room for
two couples, two generations or
simply four good friends.

2m

40

1m
0

L / W / H (cm)
Interior
height (cm)
Mass (kg)
Wheelbase
(cm)
Number of
passengers
permitted
Sleeping
berths

725 / 232 / 314
195
2.870
404

(

)
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3 • A 464

1 With its transverse bed at the rear,
the overcab model provides two large
sleeping berths
2 Storage space for the entire family: large
rear garage in the A 464
3 View from front to rear of the living,
dining and sleeping areas
4 Thought through to the last detail:
the kitchen in our overcab models

4 • A 464
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A Series

2 • A 464

All options
at a glance
Carado offers a wide range
of design and layout options
depending on the space required
and family needs. Regardlessof
the model, I can count on a
smooth and comfortable ride.

Model
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Length / Width / Height
(cm)

T 132

T 135

T 348

595 / 232 / 290

595 / 232 / 290

680 / 232 / 290

7m
6m
5m
4m
3m
2m
1m
0
Model
Length / Width / Height
(cm)

A 361

A 461

A 464

660 / 232 / 314

720 / 232 / 314

725 / 232 / 314
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7m
6m
5m
4m
3m
2m
1m
0
T 337

T 334

T 339

T 448

T 447

T 449

690 / 232 / 290

696 / 232 / 290

697 / 232 / 290

735 / 232 / 290

740 / 232 / 290

740 / 232 / 290
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7m
6m
5m
4m
3m

1m
0
Model
Length / Width / Height
(cm)

I 447

I 449

I 339

741 / 232 / 293

741 / 232 / 293

698 / 232 / 293

Layout overview

2m

Equipment packages
for Semi-Integrated and Overcab models
The final touch for my
Carado: in addition
to the list of optional
extras, the following
equipment packages can
add more style, comfort
and functionality at an
excellent price.

Basic Package

Chassis Comfort
Package

• Panorama roof vent above
the seating group

• FIAT original 16" alloy wheels

• Transparent glass roof vent
40 × 40 cm

• Leather steering wheel and
gear knob

• Shower room panelling

• Instrument panel with chrome
rings

• Mirror with indirect lighting and
a wardrobe hook

• Dashboard with applications
(Techno Trim)

• Wooden slatted frame in
the shower
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• Captain’s chairs with covers

Emotion Package

• Additional power outlet in
overhead cupboards above the
kitchen unit
• Power outlet in the garage

• LED daytime running light strips

Chassis Package
• Manual cab air conditioning
• ESP incl. TSC and hill-holder
(hill start assist)

• Side walls in champagne,
Carado Emotion decals

• Passenger airbag

• High rear light moulding elements

• Electric and heated exterior
mirrors
• Cruise control
• Pre-cabling radio with
loudspeakers
• Aerial integrated in wing mirror
• Height adjustment for
passenger seat

• Headlights with black frames
• Radiator grill in glossy black

Carado 2019

Equipment packages
for the integrated models
Chassis Package
• Manual cab air conditioning
• ESP with traction +
• Passenger airbag

Basic Package
• Panorama roof vent above the
seating group
• Transparent glass roof vent
40 × 40 cm

• Side walls in champagne,
Carado Emotion decals
• High rear light moulding elements

• Pre-cabling radio with
loudspeakers incl. antenna
• Height adjustment for
passenger seat

Chassis Comfort
Package

• Shower room panelling

• FIAT original 16" alloy wheels

• Mirror with indirect lighting and a
wardrobe hook

• Leather steering wheel and
gear knob

• Wooden slatted frame in the
shower

• Instrument panel with chrome
rings

• Pilot’s seats with covers

• Dashboard with applications
(Techno Trim)

• Additional power outlet in
overhead cupboards above the
kitchen unit
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• Power outlet in the garage
• Driver’s cab doors at the front left
• Transparent glass roof
vent 40 × 40 cm above the
fold-down bed

Equipment packages

Emotion Package

• Cruise control

46
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Highlights 2019

Holds onto what needs holding
A convenient magnet on the toilet
hatch.

Rugged all-weather protection

Awning

Great to be on board

Hail-proof, long-lasting and weatherresistant: the high-strength Carado
composite roof and rear end made
of glass-fibre reinforced plastic
(GRP). In a tried-and-tested sandwich
design combined with 34 mm-thick
insulation, it braves wind and
weather.

The lightweight and elegant
articulated awning offers the perfect
protection from the sun and rain with
a length of 3.5 m, 4 m or 4.5 m and a
depth of 2.5 m.

Indirect lighting in the entrance area
and a white background for the
handle make you feel right at home
in your Carado.

• Optional extras
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Gas bottle locker

The locks for the stowage
compartment doors feature a pull-in
function.
Frost protection for waste water
The wastewater tank under the
vehicle is also available with
insulation on request.
• Optional extras

Wet weather stays outdoors
All vehicle doors and exterior
stowage compartment panels and
doors are protected from rain and
splash water by additional splash
water seals. That keeps moisture
from getting between the door and
frame and freezing solid in the cold.

Three-piece, sporty
and maintenance-friendly
Modern design is not the only thing
the new tail lights have to offer.
Damaged lighting elements as well
as a damaged centre piece can be
replaced separately. This saves you
from having to make complex and
costly repairs.

The 11 kg gas bottles are well
secured. You won’t hear the slightest
clanking sound while on the road.
And when they are empty, you can
quickly and easily replace the gas
bottles.

Highlights

All items stored safely

Charge your batteries – and your
electric bike, too

Refrigerator
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The 230 V and 12 V power outlets
are located at intelligent positions in
the motorhome: there is one in the
rear garage (in the Basic Package)
especially for an electric bike.

Energy-saving LED lighting

Flexible entertainment

The standard ambient interior
lighting creates a pleasant
atmosphere. Modern LED bulbs
decrease power consumption, which
adds several hours to your battery
runtime.

The swivel TV holder adjusts to
different sitting positions and
viewing angles.
• TV and holder as optional extras
(example in the T 339)

The kitchen can be optionally fitted
with an extra-large refrigerator with
an AES function: 167 l storage capacity
plus a separate 29 l freezer.
• Optional extras

Always in control

Move, swivel, lower

Standard multi-purpose holder on
the dashboard for tablets and mobile
phones with a suitable USB port.

Refrigerator in the dashboard
Refreshment is only an arm’s length
away. Even while you’re on the road.
• only in the T and A models

You can move the table in the
L-shaped seating group in every
direction and even rotate it 180°.
New: USB port in the living area
The USB ports in the living area can
be used to charge smartphones and
tablets right where you need them.

The table can also be lowered to
easily turn the seating group in an
additional bed.

Carado 2019
Simpler, lighter and more
convenient: the new fold-down bed

Room for passengers
The bench seat next to the entry
door can be converted into a fifth
seat with integrated safety belt.
Optional for models:
• T 334 • T 348 • T 447 • T 448 • T 449
• I 447 • I 449

A new mechanism makes it easier
than ever to lower the fold-down
bed. It rests securely on special
supports so you can sleep safe and
sound. Even more sleeping comfort
and excellent ventilation for the
mattress is guaranteed by the ClimaPlux elements.
Optional extras:
• T 334 • T 339 • T 348 • T 447
• T 448 • T 449

Stowed well means twice the space

Room for bulky items

Large overhead stowage
compartments and a convenient
track system provide additional
options for stowing and hanging up
items. Space is optimally utilised in
the motorhome and there is a spot
for every item. The panels close
stylishly and comfortably with wide
stainless steel handles and soft-close
mechanisms.

Bicycles, camping furniture and
other bulky items fit next to each
other easily in the large rear garages.
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Standard equipment:
• I 447 • I 449 • I 339
Room for shoes

In the right place
Stylish and colour fast – for years
Thanks to such durable fabric, the
Terra and Arctica upholstery covers
continue looking good for years
to come. That is not only due to
premium, decorative stitching, but
also thanks to their protection against
bleaching from exposure to light.

Nice to know that I can leave my
allergies at home
The mattress is certified to be 100 %
resistant to house mites and is now
available as standard in all Carado
motorhomes.

A spacious and easily accessible
wardrobe is located under each of
the single beds.
• T 337 • T 447 • T 448 • I 447

An additional, convenient stowage
compartment in the side seat is built
into every model. It is easily accessible
from the entrance area and ideal for
quickly changing shoes when entering
and exiting.
• T 334 • T 339 • T 348 • T 447 • T 448
• T 449 • I 339 • I 447 • I 449

Highlights

The stowage compartment recessed
into the platform in some models
provides additional room for shoes and
small items.

Our motorhomes
are full of pleasing
surprises.
50
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For creative freedom that fits. We design our Carado
original accessories in parallel to developing our vehicles.
The shape, technology and design of every product
perfectly suits the respective Carado model – for even
more freedom and that Carado feeling.

Carado 2019

Carado RadFazz system

Carado dog bed

Carado original accessories
are not delivered ex works.
They can only be ordered and
retrofitted by your trading
partners. Images partially
subject to change.

Carado Original Accessories
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My Carado is
simply well made.

52
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Our modern manufacturing
site in the unique Saxony
countryside.
Here in Neustadt, motorhomes are produced in
compliance with our high
standards of quality. Multiple
quality control checks
ensure that each motorhome
is tested inside and out.
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Production

Carado belongs to the
Erwin Hymer Group – which
stands for European-wide
service and top quality at an
exceptional value for money.
Or to put it simply: Made
in Germany. Travelling the
world.
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